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Pitching Innovation to the C-Suite



CSL Process Phase: Synthesizing

Project Framing
Corporate Startup 
Canvas to guide idea 
development

Focusing, Learning
Building MAPs
Customer Discovery
Iterative Validation

Synthesizing
Pitching Innovation to 
the C-Suite



Questions…

You should rarely, if ever, be surprised 
by a question during an executive presentation on innovation, 

or any topic, for that matter.

Same goes for VC/investor presentations.

You may not have all the answers, 
but you should have a path to get there.



Pitching Innovation to the C-Suite

One of the most common complaints of corporate 
entrepreneurs is being blindsided by questions                                               

from outside their areas of expertise.

Even well-prepared corporate entrepreneurs have higher-stakes conversations than 
traditional startup CEOs with stakeholders coming from narrower perspectives.

The C-Suite Canvas walks you through a hypothetical set of executives and what they 
care about to help better prepare corporate entrepreneurs.



Three Key Communication Challenges

Defending Ideas in the Early Stages
Corporate entrepreneurs are “on the clock” and have defend ideas early to people with the 
ability to kill the startup, sometimes as early as Day 1.

Lower Tolerance for Error
Gaps in knowledge or bad exchanges with the few important people (usually 5 or less) who 
control budgets can influence whether the project gets supported or killed. This is different 
for traditional entrepreneurs who can move onto other VCs.

More Breadth Required
Corporate entrepreneurs will face scrutiny from many disciplines and projects can be de-
railed by key influencers with specialty areas of focus.
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The 
Solution:

C-Suite
Canvas



Think From Different Perspectives

C-Suite Canvas is a starting point, a checklist to 
make sure you’ve covered your bases before 
walking into a high-stakes meeting or water-cooler 
conversation.

○ Track iterations and progressions of an idea
○ Recognize gaps in the plan that need to be addressed
○ Know who you are speaking with and generally understand their 

POV and if they are a friend or foe



Know Your Audience





Side 2 - Instructions



Using the C-Suite Canvas
Identify your executive audience
Familiarize yourself with the key stakeholders
Try to anticipate their expectations, what they are most concerned about, and how your 
business concept will impact them (positives and negatives)
Understand that they are looking for potential risks as well as benefits

Adaptations are encouraged
Add questions popular within your company or department/team
Some companies have explicit requirements for pitches
Add boxes for specific people -- like a direct superior

Pre-sell your idea formally and informally                                   
in advance of big presentations!


